
CHOCOLAT JOANN HARRIS

Chocolat is a novel by Joanne Harris. It tells the story of Vianne Rocher, a young single mother, who arrives in the
French village of.

She has an innate talent for cooking and a charming personality. In spite of all this criticism Vianne does good
business. And yet I wrote it anyway â€” because some books demand to be written, regardless of literary
trends or likelihood of publication. Even Reynaud, with his intransigence and his dark past, is more of a victim
than an oppressor. To me the real difference between them is that Vianne is a mother, whereas Reynaud,
ironically, is a Father only in name. Her favourite scent is mimosa. I wrote it anyway â€” because some books
demand to be written, regardless of literary trends or likelihood of publication I had already been told that my
approach to writing was all wrong. She inspired one of the main characters in the story, along with her
imaginary rabbit, Pantoufle. Josephine Muscat is the wife of Paul-Marie Muscat. Chocolat is the first book by
Joanne Harris that I have read and it had me gripped firmly to the pages and truly had me absorbed in every
detail of the plot. I also wanted to write about people, and about how the arrival of a single individual can
affect the internal politics of a community. For in Chocolat it is love, and not faith, which ultimately holds the
key to salvation. Nor is the book set at any particular time. They are not welcome in the village. Writing The
Strawberry Thief was like that: it felt as if I were visiting an alternate reality. The pagan traditions which still
survive all prove it. Under his father's guidance he developed a cruel personality that, coupled with his need
for vengeance, made him incinerate Roux's boat. The book is called Chocolat because Vianne Rocher, the
main person in the book, opens a new chocolaterie. She never opens up fully to anyone about who she is and
where they have come from. The Strawberry Thief is a book about letting go; and adulthood; and falling in
love; and learning to accept the marks and scars that life inflicts on us. Vianne is a bit of a nomad, she has
never lived somewhere more than for two years. Blink once, and it's gone. Like Chocolat, it is a love story, not
just between a woman and her children, but between a woman and her world â€” a world of which the
horizons are only just unfolding. Her love for others shines right off the page and you get the sense that she is
running from something and that she and Anouk move from place to place a lot. I think the story is set in the
fifties, because of the strict Catholic rules in the village and nobody mentions some things like a television.
With the ability to know the desires and secrets of the towns folk and the knowledge of which chocolates
would be her customers favourite before they did, some might call her a witch. Her mother and she were
wanderers, going from one city to another. If it meant using underhand tactics to drive her out of the village
then so be it, and he had lots of loyal parishioners who would help him. I had no idea to what extent Vianne
Rocher and her daughter Anouk would grow alongside my own family, reflecting our adventures. Vianne is a
mysterious woman, with an air of magic surrounding her. Vianne offers her a job and residence at her
chocolaterie, arguing that if she leaves the town, she'll never stop running. Lastly I wanted to write about
magic. In Francis Reynaud's zeal to enforce strict Lenten vows of self-denial, he regards his sybaritic neighbor
with suspicion and disdain. The arrival of Vianne Rocher in the novel Chocolat â€” an unmarried mother who
does not attend church â€” causes a minor scandal. When Vianne opens a chocolaterie on Ash Wednesday, he
gets really angry at Vianne and he decides to do anything in his power to get rid of her. She makes easily
friend like her mother.


